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Introduction: Axisymmetric 
microlasers 
Microring and microdisk 
Taken from «Room-temperature lasing in microring 
cavi+es with an InAs/InGaAs quantum-dot ac+ve region, 
Semiconductors»  by Kryzhanovskaya N. V., Zhukov A. E.
Small size  ~6 μm in diameter

High Q-factor 
they radiate in a narrow 
frequency range

Low lasing threshold 
they need low power
Microlasers radiate in 
all direc+ons
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Problem statement 
Poten+al prototype
Taken from «Room-temperature lasing in microring cavi+es with an InAs/
InGaAs quantum-dot ac+ve region, Semiconductors»   
by Kryzhanovskaya N. V., Zhukov A. E.
To direct the radia+on we place a 
waveguide near the microlaser and 
apply a diffrac+on gra+ng to it.

We present a new, rela+vely cheap 
technique for crea+ng diffrac+on 
gra+ngs using the atomic force 
microscopy lithography.
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Atomic force microscope (AFM) 
AFM work principle
Taken from NanoEducator YouTube channel
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This device inves+gates the relief 
of nanostructures.

A small needle (a probe) oscillates. 
To keep the amplitude constant it’s 
being raised or lowered. Therefore, 
probe-surface distance remains 
constant.
Lithography with a probe 
If we increase the +p-surface force, 
it is possible to scratch on a soc 
sample.
Lithography
Image is taken from guidance material for 
NanoEducator LE® AFM 

Modes of interac+on
Taken from «Scanning Tunneling Microscopy and Atomic 
Force Microscopy» by Darleen Collins
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Our task 
1.  Make a probe.
2.  Test our atomic force microscope.
3.  Select the depth of lithography.
4.  Inves+gate the range of allowed periods.
5.  Perform nanolithography of the necessary diffrac+on gra+ng.
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Semi-finished probe 
Semi-finished probe
Taken from guidance material for NanoEducator LE® AFM 
Acer several lithographs, the 
probe bends and needs to be 
replaced with a new one.

Each workpiece is formed of 
tungsten wire with a diameter of 
0.15 mm.
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0.15	mm	
Electrochemical etching 
We placed the workpiece in a drop of alkali. 
A conical +p is formed by electrochemical 
etching. 
Semi-finished probe in a drop of 
alkali
Probe under a microscope
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0.15	mm	
Preparing for scanning 
Resonance curve
Each probe is unique. 
Therefore, they each have 
different resonance 
frequencies of natural 
oscilla+ons.

Before scanning, we 
inves+gate the resonance 
curve for each probe.
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We scanned several 
nanostructures with a 
known relief.

The relief obtained 
experimentally is the 
same as declared by the 
manufacturer.
Testing 
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A sample cut out of a CD 
Since waveguides are 
expensive, for our 
prototype we cut a 
sample out of a CD.

It is made of a fairly soc 
polymer. So, it is well 
suited for lithography.
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Preliminary sample scanning 
A CD’s relief consists 
of regular grooves 
with the height ~ 30–
40 nm.

To be able to analyze 
gra+ngs, we need to 
make them deeper 
than the grooves. Own relief of the CD Grooves overlay the gra+ng
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Determining the depth of lithography 
The depth of lithography is implicitly 
defined by the parameters of 
interac+on between the probe and the 
surface. 

We performed lithography in several 
stages, gradually increasing the depth.
Force	of	interac1on	
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Determining the depth of lithography 
Insufficient depth Sufficient depth
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Radiation output angle ​sin ⁠𝜃 =𝑛− ​𝜆/𝑑 	
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Parameters of our laser:
•  Laser wavelength 𝜆 = 1300 nm
•  Refrac+ve index n = 1.5

Domain: ​𝑠𝑖𝑛⁠𝜃 ∈[0;1)⇒d∈[0.9 µm;2.6 µm)θ
Waveguide, n
Limit period 
Period of 2 microns:Period of 1 micron:
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We performed several lithographs to inves+gate the range of allowed periods:
We can produce gra+ng with a period 2 μm ∈[0.9µm;2.6 µm)
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Manufactured grating 
We applied the selected period 
and depth and scanned the 
obtained prototype.

Such gra+ngs are good enough 
to be applied to the waveguide.
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Summary 
1.  The device for atomic force microscopy lithography was 
prepared.
2.  The depth of lithography was selected.
3.  The range of allowed periods was inves+gated.
4.  The prototype of necessary diffrac+on gra+ng was 
manufactured.
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Conclusion and further research 
As a result, it was shown that atomic force microscopy 
lithography can be used to create diffrac+on gra+ngs for 
elements of direc+onal output of radia+on from microlasers.

Direc+ons for further research:
1.  Improve limited resolu+on of the technique.
2.  Apply our method of selec+ng the depth of lithography to 
the waveguide material.
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Thank you for your 
attention! 
